INTRODUCTION
We shall be concerned with the existence of solutions to boundary value problems for semilinear elliptic systems. Such systems describe steady state solutions for systems of reaction diffusion equations. Specifically we consider systems of the form where A is the m-component Laplacian. In what follows it shall be convenient to use both formulations. We hope that our use of both vector and component notation shall not lead to confusion. Speaking in the roughest possible terms we employ the properties of a convex function H to control the growth of the reaction vector field f: This in turn allows the use of a scalar comparison function to dominate the summation of the components of the system and thereby provides a priori 351 bounds for the system. Classical arguments then establish the existence of a solution. Convex functions similar to H have been abstracted and successfully used by Morgan in [ 16, 171 to provide generalized Lyapunov functions which are used to obtain a priori bounds, global existence, and decay results for time dependent diffusion systems. In the case at hand we work with a time independent problem. However, we can exploit the structure provided by the convex function or generalized Lyapunov function. This paper is related to several appearing in the literature. Groger [6, 71 makes use of a particular convex function which is related to the rate of chemical dissipativity. Closely related but conceptually distinct are the invariance methods of Bates [3] , Haedeler, Rothe, and Vogt [8] , Schmitt [21] , and Weinberger [25] .
PRELIMINARIES AND DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS
We begin by delineating the hypotheses required to guarantee solutions to (l.la)-(l.lb).
Throughout, Sz is assumed to be a bounded Lipschitz domain with C2 + ' boundary for some 0 < c1< 1. M will denote either R" or R" + = (U 1 UER~ and u,aO for i= 1 to m}. If A is a subset of R" then int(A) will denote the interior of A and cl(A) will denote the closure of A. The vectors in R" whose components are all zero or all 1 will be denoted by 0, and l,, respectively. If u E R" then U+ is the vector whose components are given by (u+), = U, if U, > 0 and (u+), = 0 if U, < 0; we now let U-=(-u)+.
The constant A,, > 0 will always denote the principal eigenvalue of -A on 52 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data. Other notation will be standard or will be subsequently developed.
We place the following restriction on our boundary data a = (a,):
B. uEC2+a(aS2, M)for some 0ccr-c 1.
The vector field f = (f,): M+ R" is required to be locally Lipschitz. Moreover we assume P. Zj-M=R+" then for 1 <i<m and UEM, f,(u)20 whenever u,=O.
We remark that this condition requires the ith component of f to be nonnegative on the coordinate hyperplane U, = 0.
We now introduce what we term a generalized Lyapunov structure for the vector field J Namely we postulate the existence of HE C*(int(M), R + ) n C(A4, R + ) which satisfies: H 1. There exists z0 E M such that H(u) = 0 zf and only zf u = zO.
H2. The Hessian a2H(u) is nonnegative definite for all u~int(M).
H3. H(u)-+co as luI-+co, UEM.
H4. If B is a bounded subset of M then lim sup laH(u + l,)/ E = 0 t-0 UEB H5. There exists a II (0 < il < Lo) and K > 0 so that for all u E int(M) one
We note that H2-H3 imply that H is a nonnegative convex function mapping M to R + . At the risk of belaboring the obvious we point out that the multiplication of H5 is that of the 1 x m row vector aH(u) by the m x 1 column vector f(u). We shall frequently make use of this type of multiplication. If 1= K= 0, then H5 implies that the reaction vector field points inward along level curves of H. Thus we may give H5 the geometric interpretation as providing a limitation of the growth of the vector field across level curves of the function H.
We state our first result. which solves (l.la)-(l.lb). Furthermore, zf v E C*(R, R + ) n C'(cl(Q), R + ) is a nonnegative solution of
Groger [6, HL. There exists a closed convex subset N of A4 with nonempty interior, H E C'(N, R,), a monotone nondecreasing g E C(R+ , R+), UE C2(Q, int(R+)) n C'(cl(Q), R,), and E>O such that the following hold:
HLl. Since some of the foregoing conditions are possibly somewhat less than transparent a few comments are perhaps in order. The growth of the reaction vector field is dominated by a function g and the scalar comparison function u. The role of g in the preceding theorem is played by the linear funtion g(z) = llz + K. The region A may be considered to be a trust region of N where we expect and will find solutions. The functions T and W provide a mechanism for retracting the region N onto the trust region A.
Finally, in the case M= R," we need to strengthen condition P. We have:
P' If M=R+m and l<i<m then f,(w)>0 for all WES, where S,={w 1 WEA and w= W(u,u(x)) f or some x EQ and u E N satisfying z&=0}.
Our second result is: THEOREM 2.5. Zf conditions B, P', and HLl-HL7 are satisfied there
The next proposition demonstrates that HL7 is easily fulfilled for a large class of "H-functions" satisfying HLl-HL6 with almost no restriction on N and u. Because the proof of this proposition is technical and lies on the periphery of our theoretical development we relegate it to the Appendix following our section of examples. As we shall see in the section of examples many model systems exhibit generalized Lyapunov structures of the form H(u) = C C,U, where c, > 0. In this case z0 = O,, M = R +m, and N is a closed convex subset of R," which contains 0,. Because the Hessian 8'H(u) vanishes on M the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6 are not met. However, the following proposition shows that it is easy to construct T and W satisfying HL7 in this case. Condition P' is technical and esthetically somewhat unappealing. However, there exists a large class of separable H-functions for which P' is essentially P. In this case z0 = 0, and the retraction of N to A takes place along coordinate hyperplanes. We have: To obtain some feeling regarding the generality of the growth restrictions placed on the H-functions by HL4 and HL6 we give a cursory review of techniques from the theory of sub-and supersolutions for semilinear elliptic equations; the details and verification of the results in our discussion may be found in Sperb [22] . If vi < va satisfy
then there exists v so that
and vi(x) < u(x) 6 Q(X) for all x~cl(SZ). This result may be applied to nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the form
If g is monotone nondecreasing and g(0) > 0 and then for all O< A < A* (2.11a)-(2.11b) has a positive solution (on 52) (cf. the proof of Corollary 3.1 in Sperb [22, p. 291) . Thus there will exist examples in which HL6 allows exponential growth across level curves of H and Theorem 2.5 may be applied to guarantee solutions to (l.la)-( 1.1 b).
We point out that analogs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 hold in greater generality, namely we can apply our techniques to systems of the form
where L is a strictly positive elliptic operator with smooth coefficients which may be written in divergence form. Here the scalar comparison function will be a positive solution to -La) = g(e))> XEQ.
It is also possible to adjust our hypotheses and to consider (l.la) subject to Robin-Neuman type boundary conditions of the form au,ia~ = b,k -24, xEao.
PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
We begin by introducing a cutoff function. If u E C'(sZ, R,) n C'(cl(sZ), R,) is a nonnegative function satisfying (2.2a)-(2.2b) we let k~ Cm(M, [0, 11) be such that If M=R+m we define u* = u+ and if M= R" we define u* = u. We define a modified reaction vector field F= (F,): R" + R" as
for UER~ and 1 <i<m.
The following lemma establishes the existence of solutions to a modified version of (l.la)-(l.lb). If we multiply (3.8) by (u-), and integrate on 52, we obtain by virtue of P and the fact that k(u + (x)) B 0 for all x E 52 -s, IV(u-),12dx=~D (u-),k(u+)j-,(u+)dx>O.
(3.9)
Consequently V(u-),=O on cl(Q) and because (up), ~0 on X2 we have (u-), E 0 on cl(Q). Thus U+ = U.
We show that the solution provided by Lemma 3.3 and 3.6 is indeed a solution to (l.la)-(l.lb).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let E > 0 and u satisfy (3.7a)-(3.7b); we consider H( u + ~1,). Using H2 and H5 we compute The proof of Theorem 2.5 proceeds in much the same manner as that of Theorem 2.1. We introduce a modified reaction vector field, solve the associated semilinear elliptic system, and then use a priori bounds to assert that the solution to the modified system is indeed a solution to the original system. We proceed to alter the reaction vector field. We let u* have the same meaning as in the previous proof. We observe that F so defined is locally Lipschitz and uniformly bounded. Hence, by arguments similar to those of Lemma 3.3 we obtain:
LEMMA 3.14. There exists a UE C2(Q, R") n C'(cl(Q), R") such that
xEan.
(3.15b)
As before we show that the solutions to the modified system are confined to M. 
Proof: If M = R" then we are done. We therefore assume M= R,". By virtue of HL7 and P' we may multiply the ith component of (3.15a) by (u-), and integrate over Q to obtain
Hence V(u-), = 0 on Q and the fact that (up ), vanishes on 852 implies (u-),=0 on 0; thus U+ =u. We now complete our proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Multiplying (3.16a) by aH(u) we may apply HL6 and HL7 to obtain -Wu(x)) Au(x) = aWu(x))Ck(u(x)) T(u(x), u(x)).0 Wu(x), 4x)))l = k(w) am ww), U(X))) f( ~4-4, U(X))) G gv4 WUb)? 4x)))) G g(ub)) for all x E a.
(3.18)
Thus from HL3 and HL6 we have (3.19b) and we obtain H(u(x)) < u(x) for all x E 52 by application of the maximum principal. Therefore, from the definition of k and HL7, for all XEQ k(u(x)) = 1, 7'(u(x), u(x)) = 1, and W(u(x), u(x)) = u(x). Hence the solution of (3.16a)-(3.16b) satisfies (3.la)-(3.lb).
MULTICOMPONENT DIFFUSION
With minor adaptations our techniques may be applied to strongly coupled diffusion systems. We consider systems of the form We require that there exist c, for 1 < i< m such that H5 is satisfied on M=R+" with H(u)= f c,u, for all u E M. We remark that the Onsager relations [19] place additional structure on A if A is intended to model physical diffusion. Our positivity condition needs to be strenghened. P". If uE8M then F,(u)>0 for all 1 <i<m.
We point out that condition P" is stronger than P since it requires all components of the reaction vector field to be nonnegative on coordinate hyperplanes of R". In actuality, we need only require that f =.A -'F satisfy P. We have the following theorem. where f is defined by f(u) = A -'F(U) for all u E M. We note that condition P" implies that condition P holds for f: Furthermore, if we define
then simple calculations show that Hl-H5 hold for H*. Thus we may apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain the desired result.
One class of strongly coupled systems arises from the chemotaxis problems considered by Amann [ 1 ] where A is a 2 x 2 matrix of the form where the diffusion coefficients a, /I are positive and the drift coefficient y describing the drift of the quantity ui in the direction of Au is arbitrary.
EXAMPLES
In this section we illustrate various aspects of our theory by examining some simple semilinear elliptic systems.
Our first example is a three component system:
-d3 Aw = uv -w, !2 (5.lc) 2.4=C.7,, v = a2, w=a3
asz.
(5.ld)
We assume M= R+3, the boundary data satisfies B, and d,, d,, d, > 0. This system represents a steady state of a parabolic system proposed by Rothe [20] to model a chemical reaction U + I' 2 W involving reactants U, V and product W. We rewrite the system by multiplying each component by l/d, and observe that condition P is met. Our H-function is defined as H(u, u, w) = In fact one can readily verify that solutions of (5.la)-(5.ld) must satisfy ff(u(x), 4x1, w(x)) = z(x) for all XEO.
Our next example utilizes Theorem 2.5. We consider the system Here the boundary data is assumed to satisfy B. We require that F be locally Lipschitz and have the property that F(0, z) 2 0 and F(z, 0) < 0 for z > 0. The functions f, and f2 are locally Lipschitz in u1 and u2. In addition fr(O, z) >O and f2(z, 0) 20 for z > 0. We further require the existence of positive constants 1, L, and a constant p > 1 so that fi(UIY u2) +fz(u,,
We let M=R+' and set H(u,,u,)=u,+u, for all (u,,u~)EM. If we combine the remarks on semilinear scalar elliptic equations at the end of Section 2 with the theory of sub-and supersolutions for elliptic equations (cf. Sperb [22, Chap. 33 ) and 1 is sufficiently small, then there exists a nonnegative solution to
at-2
We set N= M and verify that HL, HLl-HL6 are satisfied with comparison function u. HL6 is readily seen to be satisfied with g(u) = Aup + L. Proposi-tion 2.7 implies that HL7 is also satisfied and Proposition 2.8 insures that P' holds. Thus if the constant 2 of (5.3) is sufficiently small then Theorem 2.5 implies the existence of solutions to (5.2a)-(52c). Moreover, each component is nonnegative and U,(X) + uz(x) < v(x) for all x E Sz. We point out that it is possible to estimate the magnitude of 1 explicitly. A possible choice for the nonlinearity F is F(u,, u2) = u2 exp(u,). We now turn our attention to the system -A% =c,r41 -P)U, -fh B)%lT Q 
it is straightforward to verify that Hl-H5 hold and thereby guarantee a solution to (5.9a)-(5.9c) which is nonnegative in each component and has the property that H(u,(x), u2(x)) < v(x) for all x E Q. In the case of s=O, we set M=R+2 and additionally require that our boundary data be strictly positive, i.e., a,(x), a2(x) > 0 for all x E dQ. For all (u,, u2) E int(M) we define H(u,,u,)=c,-'b(u,-ln(u,)-l)+c,-'(u,-ln(u,)-1).
(5.10)
We observe that H vanishes at (1, 1) and that H(u,, u2) becomes unbounded as (ul, u2) approaches either of the coordinate axes. If (ul, u2) E int(M) then aH(u,,u,)(c,Cu,-u,u,l, c2Cbu,u2--u21)T=0.
For w > 0 we specify If we set g=O, A = H(llvlj,,,), and N=int(H(2 /~vII~,~)) we may observe that HL, HLl-HL7 are satisfied. Moreover, there does not exist (U,, u,)~cl(N) such that u1 =0 or u2 =0 and hence P' is satisfied vacuously. Consequently we apply Theorem 2.5 to guarantee the existence of a solution (u,, u2) to (5.9a)-(5.9c) such that H(u,(x), u2(x))<v(x) for all XEQ.
In a forthcoming paper we shall consider semilinear elliptic systems which involve gradient terms. Because our differential operators will be more general we shall be forced to impose more stringent requirements on the generalized Lyapunov structure.
APPENDIX:
A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. 6 The retraction of N to the trust region A will be effected by application of the implicit function theorem. By virtue of HL5 we lose no generality in assuming that there exists a 6 > 0 such that 8N= {u 1 u E cl(M) and H(u) = II4 m.R + 26). By assumption a'H(u) is positive definite for all u E N\ { zO} and HL, HL l-HL6 are satisfied. Later it shall be convenient to redefine N. We set b= IIuIl m,R + 6 and suppose that y E (0, b + 6) and u E N\ {z,,}. Because 8'H is positive definite on N\ {zO} and HLl holds there is a unique we EN and t > 0 so that OH -t 8H(u) = 0, and H(w) =y. We have set up a correspondence between points of (N\ {z,,}) x (0, b + 6) and N x int(R + ) and thus we have defined functions w = 4% Y) aM.rF(wO? t,, uO, yO) is nonsingular since it is column equivalent to Q. Thus, by the implicit function theorem there exists an open set U in Nx (O,h+6) and functions w-EC'(U,N) and t-EC'(U,int(R+)) such that for all (u, y)~ U one has w-(u,, y,) = wO, t-(uo,yo) = to, and F(w-(u,Y), f-(U,y),u,y)=@,,,+1.
The uniqueness of the selection of w and t in (A.la)-(A.lb) implies that w= w-and t = t-on U. Hence w and t are continuously differentiable by virtue of the fact that they coincide with w -and t".
We are now in a position to complete our retraction of M onto A. We Clearly W and T are locally Lipschitz. Moreover, because the image of W is contained in a bounded set it is a uniformly bounded function. We now wish to establish the boundedness of T. Let (u, y) E Nx (0, b] such that H(u) > y and let w = W(u, y). For t E (0,1) we define Z(t) = H(w + t(u -w)). We compute l'(t)=dH(w+t(u-w))(u-w) and Z"(t)=(u-w)= a*H(w + t(u-w))(u-w). Using the positive definiteness of a2H(u) we have 1'(O) < r'( 1) implying that aH(w)(u -w) < aH(u)(u -w) and hence that T(u,y) aH(u)(u-w) < aH(u)(u-w). Consequently T(u,y) < 1 or dH(u)(u -w) < 0. However, the positive definiteness of a2H implies that {z I H(z) < fw)
is convex and thus we must have aH(u)(u--w) 20. Therefore T(u, y) < 1. We now redefine N such that N = {u 1 u E M and H(u) 6 II4 s,R + wj.
